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Abstract

The aspirations gap is the distance between an individual’s current standard of livelihood
and their aspired standard. A growing theoretical literature predicts an inverted U-shaped rela-
tionship between the aspirations gap and investment choices. This theory posits that aspirations
both “too close” and “too far” away from current levels lead to less investment in the future.
This study tests this hypothesis and extends existing empirical findings to rural Myanmar by ex-
amining the relationship between the income aspirations gap and real estate investment choices.
I find that income aspirations that are ahead, but not too far ahead, of current income levels
incentivize the highest rate of investment. Such a relationship between the income aspirations
gap and financial investments suggests the presence of psychological constraints to poverty al-
leviation and development in rural Myanmar. I also provide new evidence on the credibility of
conventional techniques used to measure aspirations.
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“[A] period of fast growth in a poor country can put significant stress on the system which it
must cope with. Growth can also unleash powerful aspirations as well as frustrations...”

- Ghatak et al. (2014); quoted in Genicot and Ray (2017) “Aspirations and Inequality,”
Econometrica

1 Introduction

In 2015, Myanmar was the fastest growing economy in the world—with a projected growth rate of

8.6 percent—and would soon elect its first civilian president since 1962. At the same time, over

32 percent of Myanmar’s population—roughly 17 million people—lived below the national poverty

line (Asian Development Bank 2018). Given this dichotomy, Myanmar joins many other countries

around the world with fast-growing economies, but increasingly economically unequal populations

(Page and Pande 2018).

The topic of inequality represents a classic literature in economics.1 A subset of this litera-

ture considers potential psychological constraints to investment and asset accumulation that could

generate poverty traps and widen within-country economic inequality (Appadurai 2004; Ray 2006;

Banerjee and Mullainathan 2010; Mookherjee et al. 2010; Bogliacino and Ortoleva 2013; Bernheim

et al. 2015; Besley 2016; Dalton et al. 2016; Genicot and Ray 2017; Janzen et al. 2017; Lybbert

and Wydick 2018). Among these is a model of socially determined aspirations and individual in-

centives to invest in the future (Genicot and Ray 2017). The central idea of this model is that swift

economic growth in a poor country can have competing consequences. It can either: (i) inspire

powerful aspirations and incentives for investment or (ii) lead to frustration and despair.

A core concept in the model of Genicot and Ray (2017) is the “aspirations gap” or the distance

between an individual’s current standard of living and their aspired standard of living. According

to this theory, the aspirations gap drives the relationship between aspirations and investments in

the future. Too small of a gap and an individual has very little incentive to forgo present-day

consumption to achieve their aspiration, leading to “aspiration failure.” Too large of a gap and

the necessary investment in the future takes away too much present-day consumption, leading to

“aspiration frustration.” This results in a theoretical prediction of an inverted U-shaped relationship

between the aspirations gap and investment choices.

In this paper I aim to test this theory by examining the question: Do psychological constraints

limit investment in the future? Specifically, I test the hypothesis of an inverted U-shaped rela-

1See, e.g., Becker and Tomes 1979; Loury 1982; Freeman 1996; Mookerjee and Ray 2003; and Piketty 2014.
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tionship between the income aspirations gap and investment choices (Ray 2006; Genicot and Ray

2017). Using data collected in rural Mon State, Myanmar, I find empirical evidence supporting

theories predicting an inverted U-shaped relationship. Specifically, I find that income aspirations

that are ahead, but not too far ahead, of the current level of income provide the best incentives for

investment in the future.

A growing literature empirically tests the relationship between aspirations and future-oriented

behavior in the context of poverty. Many of these studies examine the relationship between aspi-

rations and the acquisition of human capital through education (Beaman et al. 2012; Dercon and

Singh 2013; Bernard et al. 2014; Macours and Vakis 2014; Pasquier-Doumer and Brandon 2015;

and Ross 2017; Janzen et al. 2017; Favara 2017; and Garcia et al. 2019). A subset also examine

savings as an alternative form of future oriented behavior (Bernard et al. 2014; Janzen et al. 2017).

Thus, a direct test of the relationship between income aspirations and investment choices is still

relatively understudied in this literature to date.2 Moreover, only a handful of studies explicitly test

for an inverted U-shaped relationship between aspirations and future-oriented behavior (Pasquier-

Doumer and Brandon 2015; Janzen et al. 2017; and Ross 2017) and the evidence so far is mixed.

Although both Janzen et al. (2017) and Ross (2017) find evidence that supports theories predicting

an inverted U-shaped relationship, Pasquier-Doumer and Brandon (2015) find no such relationship.

Therefore, my results add to this literature in two ways: (i) I directly test the relationship between

income aspirations and financial investment choices and (ii) I aim to improve the credibility of the

empirical estimation of the inverted U-shaped relationship.

Credibly identifying the relationship between aspirations and individual behavior presents a

difficult empirical problem. Most fundamentally, socially determined aspirations are endogenous.

Therefore, it may seem natural to consider an experimental study that exogenously influences an

individual’s aspirations (see, e.g., Bernard et al. 2014). Ethical issues, however, complicate the

feasibility of such an empirical approach. If the theory of the inverted U-shaped relationship is

taken seriously, then exogenously increasing an individual’s aspirations via the use of experimental

variation implemented by a researcher could theoretically make the individual worse off. If the

experiment increased aspirations so that investment in the future or some other future-oriented

2One exception is the work of Galiani et al. (2018), who examine the impact of a household improvement
project in slums across multiple countries. In the experiment implemented by Galiani et al. (2018), slum-dwelling
households are randomly selected to receive household improvements. The authors find that aspirations for non-
beneficiary neighboring households increase, but that these increased aspirations did not lead to systematic investment
in household improvements. One explanation of this finding is the presence of an inverted U-shaped relationship
between aspirations and financial investments in real estate.
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behavior began to decrease, then the individual could be harmed due to their participation in the

experiment. This being the case, the best way forward to understand the relationship between

the aspirations gap and future-oriented behavior may be using quasi-experimental methods with

observational data, despite the associated limitations.

The primary contribution of this paper is the implementation of a number of empirical strategies

investigating the credibility of the observed inverted U-shaped relationship. The first strategy is to

control for relevant confounding covariates. This strategy incorporates factors included in analysis

by Janzen et al. (2017), such as education, age, income level, current migration status of house-

hold members, and the respondent’s influence over household decisions. I find that the inverted

U-shaped relationship is robust in specifications controlling for these observable characteristics.

The second strategy is to use a “peer-effects” instrumental variable to remove any remaining con-

founding variation in the relationship between the income aspirations gap and investment choices.

Since aspirations are largely determined through personal experience and social observation, this

instrumental variable is highly relevant in the present context. The excludability of this instru-

mental variable rests on the untestable assumption that the average income aspirations gap of an

individual’s peers is only related to an individual’s investment choices by influencing the individ-

ual’s own income aspiration gap. Using this instrumental variable, I again find that the inverted

U-shaped relationship persists. Finally, the third strategy uses the insights of Altonji et al. (2005)

and methods of Oster (2017) to calculate how much greater the influence of unobservable factors

would need to be, relative to observable factors, to completely explain away the inverted U-shaped

relationship. I find that it is unlikely that the inverted U-shaped relationship can be fully attributed

to unobserved heterogeneity.

As a second contribution, this paper provides methodological validation for the quantitative

measurement of aspirations. Previous research on the measurement of aspirations suggests asking

respondents the following question: “What level of some dimension—say, for example, income—

would you like to achieve in your life?” (Bernard and Taffessee 2014). Serious concern about

the ability of this question to elicit legitimate measures of aspirations persists. After all, what

would provoke anyone to answer any finite number? In the present study I also ask an alternative

question to measure aspirations: “What level of some dimension—again, for example, income—do

you need to feel financially secure?”3 This study is the first to have the benefit of two measures

of income aspirations. Comparing results using each of these measures allows for a discussion of

3This is similar to the phrasing of questions measuring aspirations in Knight and Gunatilaka (2012).
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important questions regarding the quantitative measurement of aspirations. I find that empirical

results are robust to the measurement of aspirations as “wants” or “needs”, aspirations measures

seem to be distinct from subjective expectations, and—despite valid skepticism—what has become

the conventional method for measuring aspirations seems to elicit legitimate measurements.

Finally, I also explore heterogeneity in the inverted U-shaped relationship. Heterogeneity is

important in the context of the relationship between aspirations and future-oriented behavior for

several reasons. First, and perhaps foremost, aspirations are inherently endogenous to a variety

of social and economic factors. Therefore, it is possible that this relationship in general is driven

by some factor of omitted heterogeneity. Second, comparative static analysis by Janzen et al.

(2017) suggests that the “turning point” at which a larger aspirations gap no longer inspires more

investment in the future is increasing in wealth. I find evidence that supports this prediction.

Specifically, those with higher present levels of income have a higher turning point in their aspi-

rations gap. Third, an implication of the inverted U-shaped relationship between aspirations and

future-oriented behavior is that aspirations by themselves may not always be sufficient in encour-

aging future-oriented behavior. Instead, as suggested by Lybbert and Wydick (2018), aspirations

must be accompanied by attitudes and beliefs in one’s own ability to achieve a given aspiration. I

find that the strength of the inverted U-shaped relationship may depend on attitudes and beliefs

in one’s own ability to achieve aspirations.

These results are important because they suggest that psychological constraints likely limit in-

vestment in the future in two distinct ways. First, below a given turning point in the aspirations

gap, investment depends on aspirations. This effect may help explain persistent puzzles in devel-

opment economics of individuals or households refraining from making profitable investments—for

example in: savings (Ashraf et al. 2006), fertilizer (Duflo et al. 2011), technology (Suri 2011), or

temporary rural to urban migration (Bryan et al. 2014).4 Second, beyond a given turning point

in the aspirations gap, investment is no longer dependent on aspirations and investment may drop

to relatively low levels. This effect is an important consideration for policy-makers and researchers

aiming to increase aspirations of some population (Beaman et al. 2012; Bernard et al. 2014).5

4These findings may also contribute to other ongoing discussions such as, for example, the role of international
migration in driving poverty alleviation and development outcomes via remittances (Adams Jr. and Page 2005;
Giulliano and Ruiz-Arranz 209; Aggarwal et al. 2011; Clemens and McKenzie 2017; Fromentin 2017). Psychological
constraints my limit the ability of additional income via remittances to translate directly into poverty alleviation and
economic development.

5As discussed by Genicot and Ray (2017), this effect is consistent with research finding that lowering the aspirations
of low-income students to more realistic levels decreases the school drop-out rate in the United States (Kearney and
Levine 2014) and in France (Goux et al. (2014).
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Overall, and as discussed above, finding empirical evidence that supports the theory of Genicot

and Ray (2017) suggests that psychological constraints may play a role in driving widening eco-

nomic disparities in countries with fast-growing economies. Therefore these results are important

for understanding both micro and macro models of poverty alleviation, economic inequality, and

economic development.

This paper continues, in the next section, with a brief theoretical discussion, which summarizes

current theoretical predictions about how the aspirations gap relates to investment decisions. Sec-

tion three presents the empirical framework of this analysis. This includes a discussion of the data,

study context, and the empirical strategies used to understand the relationship between income

aspirations and financial investments. In the fourth section, I present and discuss the empirical

results. Section five presents an exploratory investigation of heterogeneity in the inverted U-shaped

relationship. Finally, section six concludes.

2 Conceptual Framework

For the purpose of motivating the subsequent empirical analysis I will discuss the core concepts

and mechanics of the model presented in Genicot and Ray (2017), and summarized in Janzen et

al. (2017). This model provides a testable prediction for the subsequent empirical analysis. I only

make minor adaptations and comment on the fit of this model to the context of rural Myanmar.

Interested readers should consult the work of Genicot and Ray (2017) and Janzen et al. (2017) for

additional detail and explanation of this model.

Genicot and Ray (2017) begin by defining an inter-temporal utility function that models aspi-

rations as a reference point (see, e.g., Kahneman and Tversky 1979). In this framework, when an

aspiration is achieved or when an individual’s outcomes reaches some reference point, the individual

realizes a “bonus” in utility. Janzen et al. (2017) summarize this aspirations-based utility function

as follows. An individual maximizes utility over two time periods, period 1 and period 2. The

individual is endowed with wealth (y1), which can be either consumed (c) or invested in the future

(k) with a positive return (ρ). In period 1, the individual derives utility solely from consumption.

In period 2, the individual derives utility from income. Therefore, in period 2, the individual has

y2 = ρk in wealth. Utility in period 2 is derived by how income relates to the aspirations gap (a). If

the level of income is higher than the individual’s aspirations, the individual experiences a “bonus”
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in utility, denoted as w.6 The individual then maximizes the following utility function, where β

serves as a discount factor between periods 1 and 2:

u(c, k) = v1(c) + β[v2(ρk) + w × I(ρk ≥ a)] (1)

Following both Genicot and Ray (2017) and Janzen et al. (2017), I assume that v1 and v2 are

both smooth, increasing, and strictly concave. As I will discuss in more detail in the next section,

in the subsequent empirical analysis the primary measure of investment is expenditures in land and

household construction materials. Since land is a necessary requirement to access formal forms of

credit, it follows that expenditures in land can realistically be modeled with a positive return ρ.

Expenditures in household construction materials requires additional explanation. Mon State is

a coastal region which routinely suffers from exposure to extreme wind, rain, and flooding in the

monsoon season. In qualitative focus group interviews, many respondents raised the point that

building a household structure that can withstand exposure to extreme weather presents a positive

long-run payoff. I capture this payoff through ρ, the rate of return on investment.

The cost of investment is defined in terms of the opportunity cost of present consumption.

Following Genicot and Ray (2017) and Janzen et al. (2017), I assume that the cost function is

both concave and invariant to the amount by which outcomes exceed or fall short of aspirations.

Therefore, the cost function is defined as follows:

C(k) = v1(y1)− v1(y1 − k) (2)

With this inter-temporal utility function and cost function, the individual decides how much to

consume now (c) and how much to invest in the future (k). Due to the “bonus” in utility realized

by the individual when aspirations are achieved, the benefits of investing in the future are defined

by the following piece-wise function:

B(k) =

 β[v2(ρk)] if ρk = y2 < a

β[v2(ρk) + w] if ρk = y2 ≥ a
(3)

Equation (3) suggests that there is a discontinuity in the benefits the individual receives from

6Note that Genicot and Ray (2017) treat this “bonus” utility as a function of the amount by which outcomes
exceed and aspiration. Janzen et al. (2017) simplify this detail by assuming that the “bonus” is constant and does
not depend on the difference between outcomes and aspirations. For simplicity, I follow the approach of Janzen et
al. (2017). This detail is merely cosmetic and does not influence the core prediction of the model.
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investment in the future. On either side of some level of the aspirations gap (a) there is at most one

local solution that maximizes the benefits. When the aspirations gap (a) is close to zero, then it is

likely that the chosen level of investment (k) exceeds the aspirations gap. In this case, aspirations

are “satisfied” and their is a positive relationship between the aspirations gap and investment.

When the aspirations gap (a) is relatively high, then it is likely that the aspirations gap exceeds

the chosen level of investment (k). In this case, aspirations are “frustrated,” there is a sudden

decrease in the level of investment, and any further increase in the aspirations gap (a) will not

influence investment choices. The point at which aspirations switch from being “satisfied” to being

“frustrated” is the turning point (â) in an individual’s aspirations gap. This leads directly to a

paraphrased version of Proposition 2 from Genicot and Ray (2017):

“There is a unique [turning point] value of aspirations below which aspirations are

satisfied, and above which they are frustrated. As long as aspirations are satisfied,

chosen [investment] grows with aspirations. Once aspirations are frustrated, chosen

[investment] becomes insensitive to aspirations.”

Janzen et al. (2017) go on to show that if every individual within some population had the

same turning point value in their aspirations gap, then an empirical investigation of the relationship

between the aspirations gap and investment choices would show an upward sloping relationship for

aspiration gap values below â, a discontinuous drop at â, and a flat relationship for aspiration gap

values above â. However, since each individual within a given population likely holds a different

turning point value in their aspirations gap (â), this conceptual framework predicts an inverted

U-shaped relationship between the aspirations gap and investment choices. As the aspirations gap

(a) increases so does the level of investment. At some point, however, an increasing share of the

population exceeds their turning point values (â) as the aspirations gap increases investment in the

population decreases. Therefore, empirical analysis should reveal an inverted U-shape relationship.

3 Empirical Framework

The empirical analysis in this paper tests the predictions of the model developed by Genicot and

Ray (2017) and summarized above. As the aspirations gap increases so do investments in the future

up until some point, whereafter as the aspirations gap grows investment in future-oriented behavior

decreases. This theory is tested in the context of rural Myanmar.
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3.1 Data and Context

Modern-day rural Myanmar presents an interesting setting in which to study the relationship be-

tween aspirations and investment choices. After almost 50 years of violent civil wars and economic

mismanagement, Myanmar is now transitioning into a period of swift economic growth associated

with far-reaching political and economic reforms. This study takes place in Mon State, a region in

the south-east of the country, with close proximity to Thailand.7 Mon State is primarily comprised

of the Mon people who have their own unique history of political oppression and marginaliza-

tion. Considering this history, this context represents an ideal setting to test for the existence of

psychological constraints in the presence of economic inequality.

The data for this empirical analysis were collected in two waves. The first wave is the Mon State

Rural Household Survey (MSRHS). This survey was implemented between May and June 2015 and

collected information on agricultural production and household livelihoods. The MSRHS consists

of 1,637 households within 143 enumeration areas and is representative of rural Mon State (Hein et

al. 2016). The second wave is the Hope Survey. This survey was implemented in March of 2016 and

collected information on aspirations and other psychological characteristics. This survey consists

of a random subset of 48 enumeration areas from the first wave and includes of 503 households

(Bloem et al. 2018).8

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of the key variables used in this paper. Although the table

is relatively self-explanatory, several key details require brief comment. First, the means of the

variables are not statistically different between the MRSHS sample and the follow-up Hope Sur-

vey. This suggests that the design of the Hope Survey as a random sub-set of the HSRHS was

implemented correctly. Second, the mean income aspiration—both for “wants” and the alterna-

tive “needs” measures—are greater than the mean current monthly income. This suggests that

individuals in rural Mon State, Myanmar—on average—hold positive income aspirations.

7This region is geographically distant from Rakhine State in the western part of the country. Issues relating to
the violence perpetrated on the Rohingya people do not affect this study.

8Both of these surveys were implemented through the Feed the Future Innovation Lab for Food Security Policy
with collaboration from Michigan State University and the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) with
funding from the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). Local implementation assistance
was provided by the Centre for Economic and Social Development, a think-tank and research organization based in
Yangon, Myanmar.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Hope Survey MSRHS

Mean Standard Deviation Obs. Mean Standard Deviation Obs.

IHS land and materials expenditurea 3.53 6.12 482 3.93 6.38 1,637
Binary land and materials expenditure 0.26 0.44 482 0.29 0.45 1,637
IHS ceremonies and banquets expenditurea 5.25 6.78 482 5.35 6.81 1,637
Binary ceremonies and banquets expenditure 0.39 0.49 482 0.39 0.49 1,637
Income aspirations 663,937 1,249,137 491
Income aspirations gap 0.55 0.28 482
Squared income aspirations gap 0.37 0.29 482
Alt. Income aspirationsb 547,229 4,509,522 498
Alt. Income aspirations gapb 0.39 0.37 488
Alt. squared income aspirations gapb 0.28 0.37 488
Current monthly income 403,951 3,399,548 490
Years of education (respondent) 4.60 3.43 503 4.32 2.65 1,059
Age (respondent) 46.07 14.10 465 51.64 14.83 1,625
Household has migrant 0.47 0.50 482 0.45 0.50 1,637
Respondent controls spending 0.57 0.50 482 0.62 0.49 1,637

Notes: a IHS refers to the inverse hyperbolic sine, a function that is “log-like” but is able to handle zeros (Burbidge, Magee,
and Robb (1988). b The alternative income aspirations refers to income aspirations measured in terms of “needs” rather
than “wants”.

3.1.1 Measuring Aspirations and the Aspirations Gap

Before describing the specific details of the measurement of aspirations, it is helpful to carefully

define “aspirations” as a concept. Bernard and Taffesse (2014) suggest that aspirations have three

distinctive features. They are (i) future oriented in the sense that they cannot be immediately

achieved, (ii) motivators in that they are goals that require present-day effort or sacrifices to achieve,

and (iii) specific but contribute to a multi-dimensional life outcome. Additionally, aspirations are

distinct from expectations. An expectation, even subjectively measured, is defined as an outcome an

individual considers to be relatively likely. An individual living in poverty may not expect to escape

poverty due to the observed experiences of most others within their social network, nevertheless this

person may aspire to escape poverty. It is the relationship between this aspiration, more specifically

the gap between this aspiration and current level of livelihood, and real estate investment choices

that I investigate in this paper.

In the present study, income aspirations—and the associated income aspiration gap—are mea-

sured using a method closely related to that described by Bernard and Taffesse (2014). That is,

respondents are asked the following questions:9

(1) What level of income do you currently earn each month?

9In this study I am analyzing monthly income, but in principle aspirations can be measured along any dimension. In
the Hope Survey data were also collected on aspirations for own education, child’s education, remittances, donations,
and agricultural land.
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(2) What level of income would you like to achieve in your life?

While preparing to implement the Hope Survey, concerns emerged that the local population

may be reluctant to report information about “wants” for fear of looking “wealth-hungry.” The

population of Mon State is almost entirely Buddhist and appearing “power-hungry” or “wealth-

hungry” can be seen as particularly un-Buddhist. Several rounds of pre-testing suggested that

asking a question about “needs” may attenuate some of this concern. Additionally, some raise the

point that answering any finite number to a question asking about the level of income one would

like to achieve in life is bizarre. If more income is always better than less income, then why would

the answer to this question be anything other than infinity? Due to these concerns, the Hope

Survey included the following question to elicit an alternative measure of income aspiration:

(3) What level of income do you need to feel financially secure?

Comparing the empirical results between these two measures of income aspirations provide

structure for discussion about the legitimate measurement of aspirations. In particular, this discus-

sion follows up on the work of Bernard and Taffesse (2014) who first formalized the measurement

of aspirations through their fieldwork in Ethiopia.

Following Janzen et al. (2017) the aspirations gap is constructed by calculating the difference

between answers to either question (2) or (3) and question (1). The ratio of this difference and the

value of an individual’s aspiration, again the response to either questions (2) or (3), completes the

construction of the aspirations gap. Formally the aspirations gap is defined as follows—with q = 2

or 3 corresponding to responses to questions (2) or (3):

Income aspirations gapq =
aspirationq − current

aspirationq
(4)

This method for construction the income aspirations gap limits the values to be between zero

and one. This is a useful feature in that it allows for more meaningful comparisons of the aspirations

gap across individuals. The aspirations gap will be equal to one if a the respondent reports zero

current income and has a non-zero aspiration for income.10 Figure 1 plots histograms that show the

distribution of the values for both the primary and alternative income aspirations gap measures.

10Janzen et al. (2017) convert all zero values of aspirations and current income to one in order to distinguish
between individuals with no current income and high income aspirations, and individuals with no current income and
low income aspirations. In the Hope Survey, although many respondents have relatively little current income, none
of the respondents report zero income. Thus, the concern about a mechanical relationship between current income
and the income aspirations gap is absent from this study.
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Figure 1: Histogram of Primary and Alternative Income Aspirations Gap Measures

Notes: Panel A plots a histogram for the values of the primary income aspirations gap measure. Panel B plots a
histogram for the values of the alternative income aspirations gap measure.

3.1.2 Measuring Household Expenditures

In rural Myanmar, and specifically in the context of Mon State, purchases of land or household

construction materials are a common investment mechanism. Describing the same data used in

this paper, Hein et al. (2016) note the following:

“Almost half of households in the sample had a member in Thailand, where wages are

almost three times as high as in Mon State. Offering ample opportunities for unskilled

laborers, migration is a common choice for working-age household members of both

genders. Remittances sent by family members abroad generate almost a quarter of

all income in our sample, at all levels of the income distribution. The earnings of

migrants contribute significantly to consumption and asset accumulation, in particular

land purchases and house construction.”

The survey’s measures of household expenditures account for spending in various dimensions

over the previous five years. This aims to capture overall trends in household investment, rather

than short-term fluctuations. In the following empirical analysis I use two measures of household

spending: One accounting for spending in land acquisition or household construction materials,

and the other accounting for spending on ceremonies or banquets. Importantly, while the former is

likely understood as an investment by households in Mon State, the latter is likely not considered
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an investment. Therefore, comparing results between these two measures of household expenditures

allows for a falsification test of the theory of the relationship between aspirations and investment

expenditures, rather than any expenditures.

Theses measures of household expenditures are expressed by two distinct representations through-

out this empirical analysis. The first representation is by the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) transfor-

mation (Burbidge et al. 1988; MacKinnon and Magee 1990; Pence 2006; Bellemare and Wichman

2018). The IHS transformation is similar to the natural log transformation, but is mathematically

capable of handling zeros. This allows for the measures of household expenditures, which are non-

Gaussian with a long right tail on their distributions, to be expressed in a more manageable way.

The second representation is as a binary indicator of any expenditure. As reported in Table 1,

about a quarter to a third of all respondents report having no expenditures in the two measures of

household expenditures. In the following empirical analysis, specifications using the IHS of expen-

ditures approximate effects on the intensive margin and specifications using the binary measure of

any expenditures approximate effects on the extensive margin.

3.2 Estimation Strategies

The baseline estimation strategy largely follows that used by Janzen et al. (2017) in their paper

using data from rural Nepal. In general, this baseline strategy estimates two equations. One that

imposes a quadratic functional form on the aspirations gap variable, and another that allows the

aspirations gap variable to enter non-parametrically. The first method estimates the following

equation:

yie = α0 + α1gie + α2g
2
ie + α3sie +X ′ieΓ + θe + εie (5)

In this equation yie is the outcome variable of interest and represents household expenditures

in land or construction materials. The gie variable represents the income aspirations gap and g2ie

represents the squared income aspirations gap. The variable, sie, controls for the current level of

income.11The vector Xie represents a set of control variables. These include the respondent’s years

of education and age, a dummy variable indicating if the household has a migrant, and a dummy

variable indicating if the respondent makes decisions about spending. Finally, θe are enumeration

area fixed effects and εie is the error term. Formally—as discussed by Lind and Mehlum (2010)—

11Janzen et al. (2017) make the point that it is necessary to control for current level of income for two reasons:
(i) since the current status is likely correlated with investments in the future through non-aspirational channels and
(ii) since the turning point in which a larger aspiration gap decreases investment in the future is likely increasing in
current income level.
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the presence of an inverted U-shape relationship exists if, given an interval of values of g ∈ [gl, gh],

α1 + 2α2gl > 0 and α1 + 2α2gh < 0.

The second method estimates the following equation using semi-parametric techniques:

yie = β0 + f(gie) + β1sie +X ′ieΞ + ρe + νie (6)

This estimation equation is essentially similar to equation (5) except that the gie variable enters

into the equation non-parametrically. This allows for a more flexible relationship between gie and

yie. Again sie indicates the current level of income, Xie is the same vector of control variables, θe

is enumeration area fixed effects, and εie is the error term.

I estimate this semi-parametric regression using two distinct strategies. In the first strategy, I

implement Robinson’s (1988) double residual semi-parametric estimator. This strategy first partials

out the non-parametric part of the regression by removing conditional expectations of the paramet-

ric part of the regression. Next a local polynomial smoothing function characterizes the residualized

non-parametric relationship between gie and yie. As discussed by Verardi and Debarsy (2012) this

strategy for semi-parametric regression estimation leads to smaller biases than Yatchew’s (1988)

differencing estimator. In the second strategy, I implement a binned scatterplot of the relation-

ship between gie and yie conditional on sie, the vector Xie, and enumeration area fixed effects ρe.

This approach is closely related to Robinson’s (1988) double residual semi-parametric estimator

but ultimately requires fewer assumptions and presents a more intuitive strategy for visualizing the

nonparametric relationship between income aspirations and investment choices.

The relationship between the aspirations gap and investment choices may be endogenous due to

multiple sources of unobserved heterogeneity. Issues relating to reverse causality, omitted variable

bias, and measurement error may result in problems for credible identification from equations

(5) and (6). It could reasonably be the case that the observed correlations are driven by some

unobserved factor that is correlated both with the aspirations gap and investment choices. This

motivates the use of an instrumental variable approach to more credibly estimate this relationship.

I use a “peer-effects,” or sometimes called a leave-one-out average, instrumental variable. This

instrumental variable is defined by calculating the average aspiration gap within enumeration area e

excluding person i. This instrumental variable is is relevant due to the understanding of aspirations

being largely determined through social observation. This notion is supported by Ray (2006) and

Genicot and Ray (2017) who define the formation of aspirations as being influenced by observations
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through an individual’s “aspirations window,” in which individuals observe behavior and outcomes

of similar individuals. Formally, this instrumental variable is defined as follows:

zie = g−ie =
(
∑N

i gie)− gie
N − 1

(7)

In equation (7), gie is individual i’s aspiration gap measure and N is the number of individuals

within enumeration area e. This provides a unique value of zie for all individuals in the data. This

instrumental variable framework is complicated by the fact that it is necessary to instrument for

both the aspirations gap measure, gie, and the squared aspirations gap measure, g2ie. In general,

this is a difficult problem because it requires not one, but two valid instrumental variables. In the

present context, however, given that the aspirations gap measure is continuous, I define a second

instrumental variable as follows:

z2ie = g2−ie =
(
∑N

i g2ie)− g2ie
N − 1

(8)

In equation (8), g2ie is individual i’s squared aspiration gap measure and N is the number of

individuals within individual i’s enumeration area. Similarly, this provides a unique value of z2ie for

all individuals in the data.12 More formally, to implement this instrumental variable estimation

strategy I estimate the following equations:

gie = δ0 + δ1zie + δ2z
2
ie + δ3sie +X ′ieΩ + τe + µie (9)

g2ie = γ0 + γ1zie + γ2z
2
ie + γ3sie +X ′ieΠ + κe + ηie (10)

yie = λ0 + λ1ĝie + λ2ĝ
2
ie + λ3sie +X ′ieΨ + χe + ζie (11)

In equation (11), ĝie is the predicted value of gie from equation (9) and ĝ2ie is the predicted value

of g2ie from equation (10). As in (5) and (6) the variable sie controls for the current level of income

and Xie is a vector of other controls. Finally, in equations (9), (10), and (11) τe, κe, and χe are

enumeration area fixed effects and µie, ηie, and ζie are error terms, respectively.

This instrumental variable approach is not perfect. The excludability of this instrumental

12Note that this instrumental variable set-up is not equivalent to the “forbidden regression” of Wooldridge (2010).
In the case of Wooldridge’s forbidden regression, the econometrician replaces a nonlinear function of an endogenous
X variable with the same nonlinear function of fitted values from the first-stage regression specification. That is, the
forbidden regression squares the fitted values to generate ĝie and (ĝie)2. By contrast, in the set-up detailed here, I
am calculating fitted values of both gie and g2ie individually.
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variable is ultimately untestable. It rests on the assumption that the average income aspirations

gap of an individual’s peers is only related to an individual’s investment choices by influencing the

individual’s own income aspiration gap. A violation of this assumption would look something like

the so-called Protestant work ethic effect (Bryan et al. 2018). In the context of rural Myanmar,

which is primarily Buddhist, this particular effect is unlikely to persist, however, something similar

may exist. Therefore, concern may still persist about the excludability of this instrumental variable.

This being the case I implement the methods of Conley et al. (2012) that allow for a relaxation of

the strict exogeneity assumption implicit in instrumental variable estimation.

Finally, I use the method defined by Oster (2017) and Altonji et al. (2005) for assessing

unobservable selection bias and coefficient stability. This method generates bounds on the effect

by estimating a “short” regression without controls and a “long” regression with controls and

recording the change in the coefficient estimate and the change in the R2 between these regressions.

Specifically, the estimator is formally defined as follows:

ˆ̂π = π∗ − (π − π∗)× RMax −R∗

R∗ −R
(12)

In equation (12), π∗ and R∗ are the coefficient estimate and R2 from the “long” regression

and π and R are the coefficient estimate and R2 from a “short regression” without controls. The

value of RMax is an unknown parameter and represents the assumed maximum possible R2 of the

specification. The best strategy is to place plausible bounds on the value of RMax. It is clear that

the lower bound on RMax is simply R∗ and the highest possible upper bound is 1. In the present

setting using household survey data to measure financial investments, it is well-known that such

variables are measured with considerable error (McKenzie 2012). In this case assuming an upper

bound on RMax of 1 is likely to be overly conservative. Therefore, following Gonzalez and Miguel

(2015), when presenting the coefficient stability results I show the sensitivity of these results to

different assumptions about the plausible bounds on RMax.

4 Results: Aspirations Failure and Frustration

The results follow three iterations. First, I estimate these equations with a measure of the house-

hold’s expenditure in land or household materials as the dependent variable and the primary income

aspirations (i.e., in terms of “wants”). These results serve as the core findings of the paper. Second,

I re-estimate these equations, but instead use the alternative income aspirations measure (i.e., in
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terms of “needs”). These results serve as a robustness test on the core findings. Finally, I again re-

estimate these equations, using the primary income aspirations measure, but instead use a measure

of the household’s expenditure on ceremonies and banquets. These results serve as a falsification

test on the core findings.

4.1 OLS and Semi-Parametric Estimation Results

In this sub-section, I present and discuss the results from estimating equations (5) and (6). Table

2 presents results from estimating equation (5) on the relationship between the income aspirations

gap and the household’s expenditure in land or household construction materials. The dependent

variable in columns (1), (3), and (5) in Table 2 are the IHS of the household expenditure value. The

dependent variable in columns (2), (4), and (6) in Table 2 are binary indicators of any household

expenditure. As previously discussed, these two definitions of the dependent variable allow for

tests of the inverted U-shaped relationship with investments on both the intensive and extensive

margins.

In columns (1) and (2) in Table 2 the sign on the income aspirations gap is positive and the sign

on the squared income aspirations gap is negative, and both coefficient estimates are statistically

significant. This is consistent with theoretical predictions. U-test results reinforce the finding of

a statistically significant inverted U-shaped relationship between the income aspirations gap and

expenditures in land or household construction materials.13 At both the intensive and extensive

margins, the null hypothesis of no inverted U-shaped relationship is rejected at the 1 percent level.

These core results use a measure of income aspirations elicited using conventional techniques

(Bernard and Taffesse 2014). Using this technique, aspirations are measured by asking respon-

dents about the income level they would like to achieve in their life. That is, these measures of

income aspirations correspond to “wants”. As previously noted, discussions while preparing for

data collection led to a concern that this method for eliciting aspirations may not be appropriate

in the context of rural Mon State, Myanmar. In particular, several enumerators raised the concern

that some respondents may be uncomfortable with this question as to avoid coming off as “wealth-

hungry,” a rather un-Buddhist character trait. Therefore, the data collection team agreed upon an

alternative method for eliciting a measure of income aspirations. This method asked respondents

13This U-test empirically tests for a non-monotonic relationship by rejecting the null hypothesis of a monotonic
relationship at a given level of statistical significance if both HL

0 and HH
0 are rejected at a given level of statistical

significance. Where HL
0 tests if α1 +2α2gl ≤ 0 vs. α1 +2α2gl > 0 and HH

0 tests if α1 +2α2gh ≥ 0 vs. α1 +2α2gh < 0.
See Lind and Mehlum (2010) and Sasabuchi (1980) for additional details.
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Table 2: OLS Estimates of the Relationship between the Aspirations Gap and Expenditures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
IHS Binary IHS Binary IHS Binary

Investment Investment Investment Investment Banquets Banquets

Income 13.63*** 0.995*** -5.452 -0.344
aspirations gap (2.527) (0.184) (3.510) (0.255)

Squared income -11.06*** -0.847*** 3.915 0.187
aspirations gap (2.418) (0.168) (3.314) (0.227)

Alt. income 9.063*** 0.610***
aspirations gap (3.203) (0.212)

Squared alt. income -9.527*** -0.677***
aspirations gap (2.967) (0.198)

Observations 445 445 445 445 445 445
R-squared 0.37 0.38 0.35 0.36 0.35 0.36
EA fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional controls? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

U-test results:
Turning point 0.616 0.587 0.475 0.451 0.696 0.918
Fieller 95% C.I. [0.497; 0.816] [0.477; 0.739] [0.315; 0.585] [0.290; 0.549] [−∞;∞] [−∞;∞]
Sasabuchi p-value 0.003 0.000 0.003 0.003 0.257 0.448
Slope at Min 13.632 0.995 9.063 0.610 -5.452 -0.344
Slope at Max -8.491 -0.700 -9.991 -0.743 2.378 0.031

Notes: Columns (1), (3), and (5) report the dependent variable is the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) of household
expenditures. Columns (2), (4), and (6) report the dependent variable as a binary indicator of whether or not
the household had any expenditures of a given type. As expressed in each column, expenditures are either on
land and household construction materials or on banquets and ceremonies. Additional controls include current
monthly income, years of education, age, a dummy variable indicating if the individual controls spending, and
a dummy variable indicating of the household has a migrant. Standard errors clustered at the enumeration
area level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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about the income level they would need to feel financially secure. That is, this measure of income

aspirations correspond to “needs”, rather than “wants”.

Columns (3) and (4) in Table 2 report results from estimating equation (5) on the relationship

between the alternative measure of income aspirations and the household’s expenditure in land or

household construction materials. Similar to columns (1) and (2), the sign on alternative income

aspirations gap is positive and the sign on the squared income aspirations gap is negative, and both

coefficient estimates are statistically significant. The similarity between columns (1) and (3) and

columns (2) and (4) suggest that results are not very sensitive to the use of either the primary or

alternative measure of the aspirations gap. That is, despite valid concern about the method used

to measure aspirations, empirical results are largely invariant between income aspirations measured

in terms of “wants” or “needs”.

Lastly, columns (5) and (6) in Table 2 report results from estimating equation (5) on the relation-

ship between the primary measure of the income aspirations gap and the household’s expenditure

in banquets and ceremonies. These results act as a falsification test on the core results. It could

be the case that the inverted U-shaped relationship persists not only between the aspirations gap

and financial investments, but also with any household expenditure. That is, rather than testing

a theory about aspirations and future-oriented behavior this empirical relationship shows up for

any expenditure. The results in columns (5) and (6) suggest that this alternative explanation is

incorrect. In both columns, the sign on the income aspirations gap is negative and the sign on the

squared income aspirations gap is positive. This is the opposite of existing theoretical predictions.

Additionally, these coefficient estimates are not statistically significant.

The results so far come from estimating equation (5) which imposes a specific functional form

on the relationship between income aspirations and investment choices. An alternative method for

estimating this relationship is to allow the income aspirations gap to enter into the estimation equa-

tion non-parametrically. As explained in the Section 3.2, equation (6) allows for this by estimating

a semi-parametric regression. Figure 2 shows the non-parametric fit of the relationship between

income aspirations and expenditure in land or household construction materials using Robinson’s

(1988) double residual estimator. Panel A shows the non-parametric fit when the dependent vari-

able is the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) of expenditures in land or household construction materials.

Panel B shows this same non-parametric fit when the dependent variable is a binary indicator of

any expenditures in land or household construction materials. In both of these cases, equation (6)

includes all control variables and enumeration area fixed effects. Both panels A and B in Figure
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Figure 2: Nonparametric Fit of the Relationship between the Aspirations Gap and Expenditures

Notes: Semiparametric specification including control variables and enumeration area fixed effects.
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2 illustrate an inverted U-shaped relationship even when such a functional form is not directly

imposed.

Panel C in Figure 2 shows the non-parametric fit when the dependent variable is the inverse

hyperbolic sine (IHS) of expenditures and panel D shows this same non-parametric fit when the

dependent variable is a binary indicator of any expenditure in land or household construction

material. Similar with panels A and B, the results illustrate an inverted U-shaped relationship

between the alternative aspirations gap measure and financial investments when such a functional

form is not directly imposed. These results support the validity of the results presented in Table

2. In particular, these results suggest the presence of an inverted U-shaped relationship between

income aspirations and financial investments in rural Mon State, Myanmar.

Finally, panels E and F illustrate the non-parametric relationship between the primary aspira-

tions gap measure and expenditures in ceremonies and banquets. These results again serve as a

falsification test on the core results. Similar to the conclusions drawn from Table 2, the relationship

between the aspirations gap and expenditures in ceremonies and banquets does not follow an in-

verted U-shape. This supports the core results in the sense that there is something different about

expenditures in land and household construction materials that generates an inverted U-shaped

relationship with the aspirations gap.

Figure 3 shows binned scatterplots of the relationship between the income aspirations gap and

expenditures. These figures provide an alternative and more intuitive method for visualizing the

relationship between the income aspirations gap and investment choices. Similar to Figure 2,

Panels A and B show the relationship between the primary measure of the income aspirations gap

and the IHS of expenditures and any expenditures in land and household materials, respectively.

Panels C and D is similar except that the use of the alternative measure of income aspirations gap.

Finally, panels E and F allow for a falsification test by plotting the relationship between the income

aspirations gap and household expenditures in ceremonies and banquets.

So far the estimation specifications detailed in equations (5) and (6) and the results reported

in Table 2 and Figures 2 and 3 essentially mirror those estimated by Janzen et al. (2017). This

should lend credence to the results from both studies. That is, the finding of an inverted U-shaped

relationship between the income aspirations gap and future-oriented behavior persists across two

distinct contexts. That being said, it could likely be the case that the relevant factor of unobserved

heterogeneity is present in both contexts. This motivates a more rigorous investigation of the

relationship between the income aspirations gap and investment choices. This is the focus of the
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Figure 3: Binned Scatterplots of the Relationship between the Aspirations Gap and Expenditures

Notes: Binned scatterplots are conditional on all control variables and enumeration area fixed effects as
specified in equation (6).
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next two subsections.

4.2 IV Estimation Results

As previously noted, since aspirations are not randomly assigned, the relationship between the

income aspirations gap and financial investment choices estimated using OLS and semi-parametric

regression analysis may be biased due to several sources of unobserved heterogeneity. This motivates

the use of a plausibly exogenous instrumental variable. As described in Section 3.2, I use a “peer-

effects” instrumental variable and estimate equations (9) through (11). This instrument represents

the leave-one-out average of the income aspirations gap within each individual’s enumeration area.

In the sense that aspirations are in part determined by lived experience and social interaction

with peers, this instrumental variable is relevant. In each of the specifications, the F-statistic is

sufficiently large. Table 6 in the Appendix shows results from the first-stage regression. Consistent

with the idea that aspirations are socially determined, this indicates that this instrumental variable

is very strong and relevant in this context.

As in many cases, the excludability of this instrumental variable is debatable. Although it

is plausible that the peer-effect of the income aspirations gap only influences investment choices

through an individual’s own income aspirations gap, this may not necessarily be true. A threat

to the identification assumption for this instrumental variable analysis is if the peer-effect of the

income aspirations gap influences financial investments through a mechanism independent of an

individual’s own income aspirations gap. To test for the sensitivity of results to a relaxation of the

strict exogeneity assumption, I implement the procedures detailed by Conley et al. (2012).

Table 3 reports the second-stage results from this instrumental variable analysis. In general, the

results are qualitatively similar to those reported in Table 2 when using a simple OLS estimation

strategy. Specifically, in column (1) and (2) in Table 3 the sign on the income aspirations gap is

positive and the sign on the squared income aspirations gap is negative, and both coefficient esti-

mates are statistically significant. Moreover, formal U-test results show that at both the intensive

and extensive margins, the null hypothesis of no inverted U-shaped relationship is rejected at the

1 percent level.

Columns (3) and (4) of Table 3, test the relationship between the alternative measure of income

aspirations and the household’s expenditure in land and household construction materials using

instrumental variable methods. Similar to both columns (1) and (2) of Table 3 and the correspond-

ing results reported in Table 2, the sign on alternative income aspirations gap is positive and the
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Table 3: IV Estimates of the Relationship between the Aspirations Gap and Expenditures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
IHS Binary IHS Binary IHS Binary

investment investment investment investment banquets banquets

Income 12.371*** 0.896*** -6.374** -0.415*
aspirations gap (2.579) (0.195) (3.164) (0.231)

Squared income -9.923*** -0.760*** 4.758 0.255
aspirations gap (2.408) (0.172) (3.048) (0.210)

Alt. income 8.037*** 0.528***
aspirations gap (3.016) (0.203)

Squared alt. income -8.213*** -0.578***
aspirations gap (2.939) (0.198)

Observations 445 445 445 445 445 445
R-squared 0.36 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.36
EA fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional controls? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Weak IV Test (F-stat):

Aspirations gap 266.02 266.02 388.94 388.94 266.02 266.02
Squared aspirations gap 340.86 340.86 388.79 376.79 340.86 340.86

U-test results:
Turning point 0.623 0.589 0.489 0.457 0.670 0.814
Fieller 95% C.I. [0.505; 0.828] [0.478; 0.782] [0.336; 0.644] [0.282; 0.575] [−∞;∞] [−∞;∞]
Sasabuchi p-value 0.004 0.001 0.004 0.005 0.175 0.334
Slope at Min 12.371 0.896 8.037 0.528 -6.374 -0.415
Slope at Max -7.480 -0.625 -8.389 -0.628 3.142 0.095

Notes: Second-stage instrumental variable results. Columns (1), (3), and (5) report the dependent variable is
the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) of household expenditures. Columns (2), (4), and (6) report the dependent
variable as a binary indicator of whether or not the household had any expenditures of a given type. As
expressed in each column, expenditures are either on land and household construction materials or on banquets
and ceremonies. Additional controls include current monthly income, years of education, age, a dummy variable
indicating if the individual controls spending, and a dummy variable indicating of the household has a migrant.
Standard errors clustered at the enumeration area level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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sign on the squared income aspirations gap is negative, and both coefficient estimates are statis-

tically significant. This shows again that the use of the primary or alternative measure of income

aspirations does not make a substantial difference on the empirical findings of this paper.

Finally, columns (5) and (6) of Table 3 report results from the falsification test using a measure

of a household’s expenditure in banquets and ceremonies as an dependent variable. Similar to the

results reported in Table 2, the sign on the income aspirations gap is negative and the sign on the

squared income aspirations gap is positive. Additionally, formal U-test results fail to reject the null

hypothesis of no inverted U-shaped relationship at conventional levels of statistical significance.

As briefly mentioned above, the assumption of strict exogeneity implicit in this instrumental

variable estimation approach is untestable and likely debatable. As a robustness check on these

results, I implement the methods developed by Conley et al. (2012) that allow for instrumental

variable estimation when the exogeneity assumption is merely “plausible” or approximately accept-

able. Specifically, I use the local to zero (LTZ) approach formalized by Conley et al. (2012). This

approach requires an assumption about the mean and variance of the distribution of the parameter

measuring the magnitude of the hypothesized departure from strict exogeneity. In the present case,

with two representations of each dependent variable (i.e., as the IHS of expenditures and a binary

indicator of any expenditures), two sets of assumptions about this distribution are necessary. In

specifications with the IHS of expenditures as the dependent variable, I assume a mean of zero

(i.e., no direct effect) and a variance of 100. In specifications with the binary indicator of any

expenditures as the dependent variable, I assume a mean of zero and a variance of one. In both

of these types of specifications theses assumptions allow for relatively large departures from strict

exogeneity.

Table 8 and Figures 4 and 5, in the appendix, report these results. Table 8 reports the results

from the LTZ approach in tabular form and essentially mirror the results reported in Table 3 when

assumption strict exogeneity. Figures 5 and 6 show the results in graphical form by illustrating the

point estimate and associated confidence interval for a set of increasing conservative assumptions

about the distribution of the parameter measuring the departure from strict exogeneity. Taken

together, these results suggest that the instrumental variable estimates are robust even with sub-

stantial departures from the assumption of perfect and strictly exogenous instruments.
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4.3 Unobservable Selection and Coefficient Stability

Although this instrumental variable set-up may calculate plausible estimates of the relationship

between the income aspirations gap and financial investments, it is not perfect. As previously noted,

the identification assumption of strict exogeneity may not necessarily hold. Moreover, recent work

by Young (2018) suggests that instrumental variable estimates may not be as precise as previously

thought and may be biased. All of this motivates the use of a more careful method using simple OLS

regression analysis to define a plausible range for the estimated relationship between the income

aspirations gap and real estate investments.

For structure, I follow the approach developed by Altonji et al. (2005) and Oster (2015) for

assessing the importance of omitted variable bias. As previously noted in Section 3.2, the inherent

difficulty with this approach is to establish a plausible range of valid values for RMax, or the

maximum R2 in the “long” regression specification. In Table 4, I present four different methods

for setting RMax. Column (3) uses the method suggested by Oster (2017), which sets RMax equal

to 1.3 × R∗. Where R∗ is the R2 from the “long” regression. In this context, this is the least

conservative approach. Column (4) uses the method used by Bellows and Miguel (2009), which

sets RMax equal to R∗+(R∗−R). Where R is the R2 from the “short” regression without controls.

Column (5) uses the method used by Gonzalez and Miguel (2015), which sets RMax equal to

2.2×R∗. Finally, column (6) is the most conservative approach and simply sets RMax equal to 1,

which implicitly assumes there is no measurement error in the outcome variable.

Each panel in Table 4 represents a different core regression specification. Panel A shows re-

sults using the IHS transformation of household expenditures in land and household construction

materials and the primary measure of the income aspirations gap. Panel B also uses the primary

measure of the income aspirations gap, but uses the binary indicator of any expenditures in land

and household construction materials. Panel D shows results using the IHS transformation of the

household expenditures in land and household construction materials and the alternate measure

of the income aspirations gap. Finally, panel D uses the alternative measure of the income aspi-

rations gap, but uses the binary indicator of any expenditures in land and household construction

materials.

The first detail to note from the results presented in Table 4 is that the bounds on each of

the income aspirations gap coefficients—for both the primary and alternative measures—are pos-

itive for each of the different methods for setting RMax. Additionally, the bounds on each of the
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Table 4: Coefficient Stability and Effect Bounds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Short Long RMax = RMax = RMax = RMax = 1

regression regression 1.3R∗ R∗ + (R∗ −R) 2.2R∗

Panel A: IHS Investments

Income 6.031** 13.63*** [13.65; 15.86] [13.65; 21.82] [13.65; 24.06] [13.65; 30.16]
aspirations gap (2.879) (2.527) δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0

Squared income -5.028 -11.06*** [-12.88; -11.07] [-17.97; -11.07] [-19.97; -11.07] [-25.65; -11.07]
aspirations gap (2.995) (2.418) δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0

R2 0.01 0.37
RMax 0.48 0.73 0.81 1.00

Panel B: Binary Investments

Income 0.472** 0.995*** [0.999; 1.15] [0.999; 1.574] [0.999; 1.748] [0.999; 2.099]
aspirations gap (0.213) (0.184) δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0

Squared income -0.418* -0.847*** [-0.979; -0.851] [-1.352; -0.851] [-1.512; -0.851] [-1.848; -0.851]
aspirations gap (0.214) (0.168) δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0

R2 0.01 0.38
RMax 0.49 0.75 0.84 1.00

Panel C: IHS Investments with Alt. Aspirations Gap

Alt. Income 4.204 9.062*** [9.065; 10.69] [9.065; 15.13] [9.065; 16.96] [9.065; 22.90]
aspirations gap (3.157) (3.203) δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0

Squared alt. income -5.041* -9.527*** [-10.95; -9.529] [-14.97; -9.529] [-16.61; -9.529] [-21.98; -9.529]
aspirations gap (2.992) (2.967) δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0

R2 0.01 0.36
RMax 0.47 0.71 0.79 1.00

Panel D: Binary Investments with Alt. Aspirations Gap

Alt. Income 0.243 0.610*** [0.612; 0.736] [0.612; 1.073] [0.612; 1.228] [0.612; 1.626]
aspirations gap (0.213) (0.212) δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0

Squared alt. income -0.332 -0.677*** [-0.791; -0.678] [-1.392; -0.678] [-1.239; -0.678] [-1.602; -0.678]
aspirations gap (0.203) (0.198) δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0 δ < 0

R2 0.01 0.37
RMax 0.48 0.72 0.81 1.00

Observations 482 445
EA fixed effects? No Yes
Additional controls? No Yes

Notes: Columns (1) and (2) show regression coefficients from the “short” and “long” regressions, respectively.
Columns (3) through (6) show bounds on the effect and the δ parameter representing the proportional selection
coefficient using the methods described by Altonji et al. (2005) and Oster (2017). Moving from left to right, each
column uses a progressively more conservative approach for setting the value of RMax. Additional controls include
current monthly income, years of education, age, a dummy variable indicating if the individual controls spending,
and a dummy variable indicating of the household has a migrant. Standard errors clustered at the enumeration area
level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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squared income aspirations gap coefficients—for both the primary and alternative measures—are

negative for each of the different methods for setting RMax. When only considering the sign of the

income aspirations gap and squared income aspirations gap coefficients, this findings suggests that

the inverted U-shaped relationship is unlikely to be driven by unobservable confounding factors.

More specifically, in each specification the coefficient always moves away from zero when including

additional controls variables in the regression. As noted by Oster (2017), this observation suggests

that results are qualitatively robust to the inclusion of omitted variables. This detail is formalized

through the calculation of the δ parameter which is the proportional selection coefficient and is neg-

ative in all cases. A negative proportional selection coefficient indicates that potential unobservable

confounders would need to be less influential than relevant observable characteristics and implies

that the inverted U-shaped relationship is unlikely to be fully driven by unobserved heterogeneity.

5 Heterogeneity

Comparative static analysis on the model detailed by Janzen et al. (2017) suggests that individuals

who are more patient, initially better off, and have a higher rate of return on investment are likely

to have a higher turning point in their aspirations gap. To test these ideas, and to explore other

dimensions of heterogeneity, I examine the relationship between the aspirations gap and investment

choices between various sub-groups of the sample. I first directly test the theoretical prediction

that individuals who are initially better off, in terms of income, have a higher turning point in

their aspirations gap. Next I examine heterogeneity defined by age and sex of respondents. Finally,

I investigate heterogeneity driven by personal attitudes and believes. Specifically, I estimate an

augmented version of the baseline estimation strategy as follows.

yie = σ0 + [σ1gie×Aie] + [σ2g
2
ie×Aie] + [σ3gie×Bie] + [σ4g

2
ie×Bie] +σ5sie +X ′ie∆ +φe +ψie (13)

In equation (13) A and B indicate sub-groups of the sample. These sub-groups are defined by

income level, age, sex, belief in the role of destiny in life, and belief in current level of success.

Low income is defined as having a natural log of monthly income less than 10. This cutoff roughly

translates to a monthly income of less than 20,000 kyat or 13 US dollars per month. I define the

cut-off between young and old at 40 years old. This approximately separates the sample between

young adults and older adults. Finally, belief in destiny and success are both measured on a zero

through ten ordinal scale indicating how much an individual agrees with a given statement (see
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Table 5: Heterogeneity

Dependent variable: Inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) of investments
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Income Age Sex Destiny Successful
A = Lower A = Younger A = Male A = Agree A = Agree
B = Higher B = Older B = Female B = Disagree B = Disagree

A × income 14.543*** 19.150*** 16.918*** 12.306*** 11.763***
aspirations gap (5.649) (4.030) (3.864) (3.275) (4.324)

A × squared income -13.376** -17.139*** -15.101*** -11.955*** -8.722*
aspirations gap (5.978) (3.768) (3.988) (3.540) (4.797)

B × income 10.378*** 10.666*** 12.139*** 13.039*** 14.324***
aspirations gap (3.979) (2.571) (2.841) (3.629) (2.645)

B × squared income -6.332 -7.537** -9.217*** -10.338** -11.997***
aspirations gap (3.808) (3.043) (3.191) (4.185) (2.875)

Observations 445 445 445 444 445
R-squared 0.375 0.376 0.372 0.371 0.370
EA fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional controls? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

U-test results for A:
Turning point 0.544 0.559 0.560 0.598 0.674
Fieller 95% C.I. [0.452; 1.327] [0.479; 0.664] [0.460; 0.750] [0.489; 0.893] [−∞;∞]
Sasabuchi p-value 0.034 0.000 0.003 0.014 0.157
Slope at Min 14.543 19.150 16.918 14.306 11.763
Slope at Max -12.210 -15.127 -13.284 -9.604 -5.681

U-test results for B:
Turning point 0.819 0.708 0.658 0.631 0.597
Fieller 95% C.I. [−∞;∞] [0.496; 2.212] [0.501; 1.308] [0.464; 1.746] [0.468; 0.855]
Sasabuchi p-value 0.342 0.141 0.064 0.080 0.008
Slope at Min 10.378 10.666 12.139 13.039 14.324
Slope at Max -2.015 -4.408 -6.296 -7.638 -9.669

Notes: The dependent variable in all columns is the IHS of investment spending on land and household
construction. Column (1) defines low income as having a natural log of income less than 10, and high income
otherwise. This is a natural break in the income distribution in this sample. Column (2) defines low age
as being less than 40 years old, and high age otherwise. Columns (3) through (5) define low as scoring less
than 5 on a zero through ten ordinal scale measuring agency, pathways, and locus of control, respectively.
Additional controls include current monthly income, years of education, age, a dummy variable indicating if
the individual controls spending, and a dummy variable indicating of the household has a migrant. Standard
errors clustered at the enumeration area level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Bloem et al. 2018 for a discussion of these questions). I define individuals as agreeing with these

statements if they report a score greater than five on the zero through ten scale, and disagreeing

otherwise. Specifically, belief in destiny is measured by asking how much the respondent agrees

with the statement: “What one achieves is primarily determined by destiny or luck.” Similarly

the belief in one’s own success is measured with the statement: “Right now, I see myself as being

successful.”

Table 5 reports results from equation (13). Each regression in this table shows results when

the dependent variable is the IHS of expenditures in land and household construction materials.

Results are qualitatively similar when using a binary variable indicating any expenditure in land
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and household construction materials.14 Column (1) presents results examining heterogeneity by

current monthly income level. The inverted U-shaped relationship persists for only those in the low

income group. As predicted the comparative static analysis by Janzen et al. (2017), the estimated

turning point is higher for those with more income. Specifically, the turning point for those with

relatively low income is estimated to be at 0.544, at about the midpoint of the aspirations gap

measure. The turning point for those with relatively high income is estimated to be at 0.819 and I

fail to reject the null hypothesis of no inverted U-shaped relationship.

Columns (2) and (3) report heterogeneous effects by age and sex, respectively. The results

in column (2) suggest that younger individuals have a stronger inverted U-shaped relationship

relative to older individuals. Additionally, older individuals have a higher turning point compared

to younger individuals. One explanation for this finding is that older individuals may set more

realistic goals for themselves, compared to a younger generation. The results in column (3) show

that there is a slight difference in the inverted U-shaped relationship between males and females.

At risk of over interpreting this result, it seems to suggest that women are less likely to experience

aspirations frustration than men.

Finally, columns (4) and (5) explore heterogeneity defined by attitudes and beliefs. Column

(4) shows results by belief in the role of destiny. I find that the inverted U-shaped relationship

is much stronger for individuals who believe that the role of destiny is primarily responsible for

determining what one achieves in life. Individuals who disagree with this statement have a slightly

higher turning point in their aspirations gap. Formal U-test results indicate a failure to reject

the null hypothesis of no inverted U-shaped relationship among those who disagree that what one

achieves is primarily determined by destiny or luck. Column (5) reports on heterogeneity driven

by a belief that one is currently successful. I find that the those who do not believe that they

are currently successful have the strongest U-shaped relationship. Those who do believe they are

currently successful have a higher estimated turning point in their aspirations gap and formal U-test

results fail to reject the null of no inverted U-shaped relationship.

One interpretation of these findings is that experiencing aspiration frustration is associated with

a belief that outcomes are determined by forces outside of one’s control and that one is not currently

successful. This is consistent with a model developed by Lybbert and Wydick (2018) who point

out that aspirations, by themselves, may not be sufficient for encouraging future-oriented behavior.

Along with aspirations that are beyond one’s current standard of living an individual must believe

14These results are reported in Table 9 in the Appendix.
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that they are able to achieve a given aspiration. Without this belief in oneself, increased aspirations

may fail to influence any change in behavior.

Taken together these results informative for several reasons. First, the finding that the existence

of the inverted U-shaped relationship varies based on one’s beliefs about the role of their own actions

in predicting future outcomes motivates important follow up work on this topic. Although their

may well be evidence of an inverted U-shaped relationship between aspirations and investments

in rural Myanmar, this relationship is strongest for those who believe they their own effort and

actions play a relatively important role in influencing future outcomes. Second, in all cases there is

a positive and statistically significant marginal effect of the aspirations gap and investment. When

the formal tests of the inverted U-shape relationship fail to reject the null hypothesis of no inverted

U-shaped relationship they do so because strictly speaking the turning point may be outside of

the domain of the aspirations gap variable. This suggests that a larger gap between one’s current

level of livelihood and one’s aspired level of livelihood is associated with more investments in all

sub-groups of the sample defined above, however, it is not always the case that their is a point in

which a larger aspirations gap systematically reduces investment.

Finally, and on a more technical note, the finding that the inverted U-shaped relationship

between aspirations and future-oriented behavior is subjected to important heterogeneity indicates

that estimates of this relationship that are not rigorously identified may be spurious due to omitted

variable bias. This further supports the primary objective of this paper in aiming to provide

more rigorous evidence, through instrumental variable estimation and other tests, of the inverted

U-shaped relationship between the aspirations gap and investments. Future research should take

care to consider important sources of endogeneity and heterogeneity in extending this result to

alternative contexts.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The topic of inequality is classic in the economics literature. Emerging work focuses on the poten-

tial psychological causes and consequences of poverty traps and widening within-country economic

inequality (Ray 2006; Besley 2016; Genicot and Ray 2017; Lybbert and Wydick 2018). In partic-

ular, theory developed by Genicot and Ray (2017) suggests that swift economic growth in a poor

country can have competing consequences. On the one hand, rapid economic growth can encourage

investment. On the other hand, this same rapid economic growth can lead to frustration and de-
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spair. If these dynamics persist, then this is one potential mechanism through which within-country

inequality may persist and develop.

The study context of rural Mon State, Myanmar presents a well-suited environment to test the

theory of Genicot and Ray (2017). Nationally, Myanmar is home to both high rates of economic

growth and relatively large rates of poverty. Mon State in particular, is a region with a history of

marginalization. Therefore, the dynamics of psychological constraints within this population may

play an particularly important role in economic development and poverty alleviation. Indeed, I

find evidence of the existence of an inverted U-shaped relationship between the income aspirations

gap and real estate investments. This finding suggests several core insights.

First, simply focusing on external constraints may prove ineffective, since those with a relatively

small aspirations gap do not invest as much as those with a slightly larger aspirations gap. This

insight may help explain persistant puzzles in development economics of individuals or households

refraining from making profitable investments (Ashraf et al. 2006; Duflo et al. 2011; Suri 2011; and

Bryan et al. 2014). Second, and consistent with the findings of Galiani et al. (2018), simply focusing

on psychological constraints may not be sufficient in encouraging investment, since those with a

relatively large aspirations gap do not invest as much as those with a relatively small aspirations

gap. Aspirations, by themselves, may not be sufficient in inspiring investment in the future. This

is an important finding for policy-makers that aim to improve aspirations within a population for

the purpose of improving economic outcomes (see, e.g., Beaman et al. 2012; and Bernard et al.

2014). Third, the strength of the inverted U-shaped relationship may be influenced by a number of

important factors. Those who are already economically better off, who believe they themselves can

generally influence future outcomes, and who believe that they are currently successfully achieving

their goals may have a higher turning point in their aspirations gap. This final insight is consistent

with a model aspirations and future-oriented behavior that is dependent on personal agency and

external constraints (Lybbert and Wydick 2018).

This paper also presents results that are important for future studies aiming to quantitatively

measure aspirations. Although the methods of Bernard and Taffesse (2014) are popular, there is

concern that this approach may not accurately measure aspirations. I compare results using two

alternative measures of income aspirations. The first uses the conventional approach of Bernard

and Taffesse (2014) that measures aspirations in terms of “wants.” The second uses an approach

similar to that used by Knight and Gunatilaka (2012) that measures aspirations in terms of “needs.”

I find that the core empirical finding of this paper—that is, of an inverted U-shaped relationship
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between income aspirations and real estate investments—is invariant across these two measures.
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Appendix A: Tables and Figures

Included in the appendix are two additional tables supporting the instrumental variable analysis.

Table 5 reports the results from first-stage of the instrumental variable estimation. The results

in this table suggest that this instrumental variable framework is sufficiently strong. Table 6

reports the results from a “reduced form” regression of the core outcome variables regressed on

the instrumental variables themselves. The results in this table suggest that these instrumental

variables have sufficient predictive power for the core outcome variables. Table 7 and Figures 5

and 6 report instrumental variable results from implementing the methods described in Conley et

al. (2012) that allow for a robustness test on sensitivity to the strict exogeneity assumption.
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Table 6: First Stage IV Results

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Income Squared Alt. Income Squared

aspirations income aspirations alt. income
gap aspirations gap aspirations

gap gap

Peer income -7.114*** 1.327**
aspirations gap (0.995) (0.636)

Squared peer income -1.210* -9.781***
aspirations gap (0.684) (0.529)

Peer alt. income. -8.756*** -0.132
aspirations gap (0.630) (0.563)

Squared peer alt. income -0.221 -8.850***
aspirations gap (0.671) (0.808)

Observations 445 445 445 445
R-squared 0.949 0.960 0.967 0.967
EA fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional controls? Yes Yes Yes Yes
F-Statistic 266.02 340.86 388.94 388.79

Notes: First-stage instrumental variable results. Additional controls include
current monthly income, years of education, age, a dummy variable indicat-
ing if the individual controls spending, and a dummy variable indicating of
the household has a migrant. The F-statistic reports a joint test that the
instrumental variables are statistically different from zero in the first-stage
regression. Standard errors clustered at the enumeration area level in paren-
theses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 7: Reduced Form OLS Estimates of Investments on “Peer-Effect” Instruments

(1) (2) (3) (4)
IHS Binary IHS Binary

investments investments investments investments

Peer income -101.2*** -7.379***
aspirations gap (25.46) (1.918)

Squared peer income 82.12*** 6.352***
aspirations gap (24.32) (1.741)

Peer alt. income -69.29** -4.548**
aspirations gap (29.13) (1.977)

Squared peer alt. income 70.91** 5.001**
aspirations gap (28.72) (1.950)

Observations 445 445 445 445
R-squared 0.362 0.369 0.353 0.362
EA fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional controls? Yes Yes No No

Notes: Reduced form OLS results calculated by regressing outcome variables on the
instrumental variables, individual controls, household controls, and enumeration
area fixed effects. Additional controls include current monthly income, years of
education, age, a dummy variable indicating if the individual controls spending,
and a dummy variable indicating of the household has a migrant. Standard errors
clustered at the enumeration area level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1
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Table 8: Local to Zero “Plausibly Exogenous” Robustness Test on IV Estimates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
IHS Binary IHS Binary IHS Binary

investment investment investment investment banquets banquets

Income 12.371*** 0.896*** -6.374* -0.415
aspirations gap (2.928) (0.340) (3.454) (0.269)

Squared income -9.926*** -0.760*** 4.758 0.255
aspirations gap (2.613) (0.200) (3.211) (0.233)

Alt. income 8.037** 0.528**
aspirations gap (3.225) (0.233)

Squared alt. income -8.213*** -0.578**
aspirations gap (3.149) (0.228)

Observations 445 445 445 445 445 445
R-squared 0.36 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.36
EA fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional controls? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Second-stage instrumental variable results when implementing the local to zero (LTZ) approach
for plausibly exogenous instrumental variables of Conley et al. (2012). Columns (1), (3), and (5) report
the dependent variable is the inverse hyperbolic sine (IHS) of household expenditures. Columns (2),
(4), and (6) report the dependent variable as a binary indicator of whether or not the household
had any expenditures of a given type. As expressed in each column, expenditures are either on land
and household construction materials or on banquets and ceremonies. Additional controls include
current monthly income, years of education, age, a dummy variable indicating if the individual controls
spending, and a dummy variable indicating of the household has a migrant. Standard errors clustered
at the enumeration area level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure 4: Local to Zero “Plausibly Exogenous” Graphs, Income Aspirations Gap

Notes: This figure graphs the bounds on the point estimates and associated confidence interval for an array of
assumptions about the prior distribution of the parameter measuring departures from strict exogeneity, using the
methods of Conley et al. (2012). Panels A and B relate to IV estimates using the primary income aspirations gap
measure with the IHS of expenditures in land and dwelling materials as the dependent variable. Panels C and D
relate to IV estimates using the primary income aspirations gap measure with the binary measure of any expenditures
in land and dwelling materials as the dependent variable.

Figure 5: Local to Zero “Plausibly Exogenous” Graphs, Alt. Income Aspirations Gap

Notes: This figure graphs the bounds on the point estimates and associated confidence interval for an array of
assumptions about the prior distribution of the parameter measuring departures from strict exogeneity, using the
methods of Conley et al. (2012). Panels A and B relate to IV estimates using the alternative income aspirations gap
measure with the IHS of expenditures in land and dwelling materials as the dependent variable. Panels C and D relate
to IV estimates using the alternative income aspirations gap measure with the binary measure of any expenditures
in land and dwelling materials as the dependent variable.
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Table 9: Heterogeneity with Binary Indicator of Any Investments

Dependent variable: Binary indicator of any investments
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Income Age Sex Destiny Successful
A = Lower A = Younger A = Male A = Agree A = Agree
B = Higher B = Older B = Female B = Disagree B = Disagree

A × income 0.998** 1.408*** 1.279*** 1.064*** 0.777**
aspirations gap (0.388) (0.307) (0.275) (0.228) (0.290)

A × squared income -0.961** -1.309*** -1.179*** -0.939*** -0.589*
aspirations gap (0.408) (0.286) (0.290) (0.238) (0.318)

B × income 0.740*** 0.768*** 0.865*** 0.925*** 1.073***
aspirations gap (0.240) (0.185) (0.203) (0.262) (0.196)

B × squared income -0.475 -0.569*** -0.696*** -0.760** -0.947***
aspirations gap (0.284) (0.203) (0.218) (0.293) (0.200)

Observations 445 445 445 444 445
R-squared 0.384 0.384 0.381 0.378 0.379
EA fixed effects? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional controls? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

U-test results for A:
Turning point 0.519 0.538 0.542 0.566 0.660
Fieller 95% C.I. [0.418; 0.920] [0.462; 0.626] [0.445; 0.712] [0.471; 0.748] [−∞;∞]
Sasabuchi p-value 0.022 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.143
Slope at Min 0.997 1.408 1.279 1.064 0.777
Slope at Max -0.925 -1.210 -1.079 -0.815 -0.401

U-test results for B:
Turning point 0.779 0.669 0.622 0.609 0.566
Fieller 95% C.I. [−∞;∞] [0.478; 1.445] [0.483; 1.033] [0.452; 1.389] [0.454; 0.746]
Sasabuchi p-value 0.297 0.083 0.029 0.057 0.001
Slope at Min 0.740 0.769 0.865 0.925 1.073
Slope at Max -0.190 -0.381 -0.527 -0.594 -0.821

Notes: The dependent variable in all columns is a binary indicator of any expenditure on land and household
construction. Column (1) defines low income as having a natural log of income less than 10, and high income
otherwise. This is a natural break in the income distribution in this sample. Column (2) defines low age
as being less than 40 years old, and high age otherwise. Columns (3) through (5) define low as scoring less
than 5 on a zero through ten ordinal scale measuring agency, pathways, and locus of control, respectively.
Additional controls include current monthly income, years of education, age, a dummy variable indicating if
the individual controls spending, and a dummy variable indicating of the household has a migrant. Standard
errors clustered at the enumeration area level in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Appendix B: Additional Discussion on the Valid Measurement of Aspirations

Recall the concerns previously discussed about the validity of the measurement of aspirations.

The conventional method for measuring aspirations, as discussed by Bernard and Taffesse (2014),

suggest asking respondents variations of the following question: “What level of some dimension

would you like to achieve in your life?” Although this has become a popular method for measuring

aspirations (see, for example, Dalton et al. 2018; Healy et al. 2017; Kosec and Mo 2017), concern

persists about the legitimacy of measures of aspirations elicited via this approach. Namely, why

would anyone answer a finite number to this question?

Due to this concern, and other concerns relating to specific characteristics of the study context,

the present study also asked the following question designed to elicit an alternative measure of

income aspirations: “What level of income do you need to feel financially secure?” In this section,

I will discuss the use of these two measures of income aspirations with two goals in mind. The

first goal is to add to the credibility of the core results previously discussed in this paper. The

second goal is to provide a much-needed discussion about the validity of previous and future studies

investigating aspirations measured with the approach discussed by Bernard and Taffesse (2014).

A first concern is that answers to the question about what a respondent “wants to achieve” may

be arbitrary and, therefore, empirically useless. To test against this concern, I compare empirical

results when using the question framed in terms of “wants” and when using the question framed in

terms of “needs”. As previously discussed—and presented in Table 2, Figure 2, and Table 3—the

finding of an inverted U-shaped relationship persists across both of these two measures of income

aspirations. The consistency of these results across measurement approaches lends credibility to

the conventional approach used to measures aspirations (Bernard and Taffesse 2014). The question

eliciting aspirations in terms of “needs” is much more concrete and less abstract than the question

framed in terms of “wants”. It seems considerably more likely that respondents are able to provide

a reasonable answer to the question framed in terms of “needs”. It turns out, however, that the

core empirical results of this paper are quantitatively invariant to the use of these two elicitation

approaches. Therefore, despite valid skepticism, it seems that respondents—at least in Mon State,

Myanmar—answer questions eliciting aspirations in terms of “wants” or “needs” similarly and in

line with theoretical predictions.

A second concern is determining whether measures of aspirations are in fact aspirations and not

expectations. This concern is all the more relevant given the framing of the alternative aspirations

measure in terms of “needs”. After all, who is to say that respondents do not expect to be financially
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secure?

Before testing against this concern, it is important to note that this distinction has implications

beyond academic curiosity. A policy or program that raises one’s aspirations will be entirely distinct

from one that raises one’s expectations. Expectations, at least implicitly, carry some understanding

of probability. We expect outcomes that are highly likely to occur in the future. Aspirations, on the

other hand, do not necessarily consider probability. It is entirely possible that an individual expects

to remain poor for the foreseeable future, but nevertheless aspires to escape poverty (Lybbert and

Wydick 2018).

Moreover, expectations about the future seem to have a monotonic relationship with future-

oriented behavior (Delavande et al. 2011). For example, studying farmers in Uganda, Hill (2009)

finds that expectations about future coffee prices are positively associated with the share of la-

bor allocated to coffee production. Gine et al. (2015) find evidence suggesting that expectations

about the monsoon in India influence farmer’s input choices during planting season. While study-

ing share-cropping contracts in Madagascar, Bellemare (2012) finds that expected gains or losses

influence choice of contract type. Finally, McKenzie et al. (2007) present evidence that subjec-

tive expectations about future income after migrating abroad positively influence the likelihood

of applying to work abroad. These findings contrast with both theoretical predictions (Ray 2006)

and the empirical findings of the present study and Janzen et al. (2017) on the inverted U-shaped

relationship between aspirations and future-oriented behavior.

To test for and make a distinction between aspirations and expectations, I exploit the idea that

expectations—even when they are subjectively measured—relate to an outcome that is likely to

occur with a relatively high probability and that aspirations do not hold this feature. If aspirations

for income are large enough—relative to current income level—so that they are unrealistic without

some meaningful change to one’s life circumstances, then it is safe to conclude that the measures

of aspirations are distinct from expectations.

Figure 6 illustrates this test. The dashed line (with roughly a natural log of income of 13.4)

represents average aspirations measured in terms of “wants”. The dotted line (with roughly a

natural log of income of 13.2) represents average aspirations measured in terms of “needs”. Rays

extend outward from an origin representing the average current income level at the time the data

were collected in 2016. Each ray represents a different rate of income growth.

The steepest ray assumes an extreme upper bound on the rate of income growth. At the time

data were being collected, the IMF reported Myanmar as experiencing the fastest growth in the
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Figure 6: Income Aspirations, Current Income, and Rates of Income Growth

Notes: In this figure, each line assumes a different rate of income growth and starts at the mean level of the
natural log of current income. The dashed line represents the natural log of the primary income aspirations
measure and the dotted line represents the natural log of the alternative income aspirations measure. The
x-axis represents years and the y-axis represents the natural log of income.

world—with a real GDP growth rate of 6.5 percent. Taking this rate of income growth seriously

requires assumptions that are quite unlikely to hold in reality. Namely, that there is no income

inequality in Myanmar and that everyone benefits equally from increased GDP output. Nevertheless

if income grows at a rate of 6.5 percent then residents of Mon State will achieve the level of income

they “want to achieve” by 2024 and the level of income they “need to feel financially secure” by

2021. The next steepest ray assumes a rate of income growth of 3 percent. Under this scenario, the

level of income “wanted” is achieved by 2033 and the level of income “needed” is achieved by 2026.

Given the average age of respondents is roughly 46 years old, it may be likely that individuals will

actually achieve these levels of income in their lifetime, under the previous two rates of income

growth. Assuming rates of income growth of 6.5 and 3 percent, however, may be quite unrealistic.

The next two rays assume rates of income growth of 1 and 0.5 percent, respectively. Under these

scenarios, respondents will only achieve the “wanted” and “needed” levels of aspirations when they

are quite old or beyond a reasonable life expectancy. Assuming a 1 percent rate of income growth,

individuals will not achieve the level of “wanted” income until 2066 and the level of “needed”

income until 2047. Assuming a 0.5 percent rate of income growth, individuals will not achieve

these levels of income until 2117 and 2077, respectively. Therefore, under these two rates of income
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growth, it is rather unreasonable to consider the levels of aspirations measured in this study to

be valid expectations. Furthermore, although these rates may be more realistic, they may still be

overly optimistic and unrealistic in the context of Mon State, Myanmar.

All of this supports the conclusion that the measures of aspirations measured in this study are

(a) legitimate, based on robustness of results across two different measurement approaches, and (b)

distinct from expectations. Therefore, what has become the conventional method for measuring

aspirations seems to elicit valid measurements—at least in the context of this study.
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